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Abstract

The Archival Workers’ Collective (AWC) published a summary of its 2022 survey results in
April 2023. The AWC Survey Team created a mixed methods research survey that served as a
follow-up to two 2020 Archival Workers Emergency Fund surveys that were distributed during
the height of the COVID-19 pandemic. The previous surveys revealed immediate labor issues
and impacts on the profession caused by the pandemic-related workplace shutdowns that began
in March 2020. To capture archival workers’ experiences since the previous surveys, the team
created a Google form that gathered anonymized information on workers’ experiences dating
between January 2021 and Spring 2022. This period is when many archival workers returned to
their workplaces beginning in Spring 2021. This presentation highlights the themes and findings
from the 2022 survey, which ultimately reveal that this period was a time of movement and
upheaval. The presentation will focus on themes from the survey that reflected national labor
trends happening during this time, including burnout, inflation, and “The Great Resignation.” It
will also discuss future considerations for research on archival workers and emerging labor
issues in the profession as we progress into a future when international health organizations have
ended their COVID-19 public health emergency declarations.
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